Pulmonary capillary dynamics and fluid distribution after burn and inhalation injury.
A non-linear macroscopic mathematical model is described for the simulation of the different mechanisms that regulate the pulmonary capillary dynamics in patients with thermal injury. The techniques used in the construction of the model are those of 'system's dynamics'. This model has been incorporated into a patient simulator, which makes it possible to analyse the fluid and protein exchanges in a burn patient. The regulating mechanisms involved are: the pulmonary circulation, the fluid and protein transfer between the plasma and the interstitial space at the pulmonary capillary level, and the pulmonary lymphatic system. As a result of the sensitivity analyses of the model we propose that, for the simulation of the effects of an inhalation injury at the pulmonary capillary level, the parameters to be altered will be the pulmonary capillary permeability coefficient for proteins and the pulmonary capillary surface damaged by the injury. To verify the validity and utility of the model, the clinical progress of a series of burn patients with lung injuries has been compared with the results obtained using simulation.